ANGLEŠČINA
1ura: 1., 2. in 5. skupina
DZ str. 45/ 5. naloga AMBITIONS
A 1 127
2 109
B1✗2✓3✓4✓5✗6✓
-

DZ str. 45 / naloga 7 A – TIME TO TALK

1 I have had it for about a month.
2 I bought it at 'New World'.
3 No because it’s a bit expensive.
4 Yes, I often go there.
5 I think it’s nice.

Na spletu poišči Yellowstone, oglej si slike in poišči naslednje odgovore:
- What is Yellowstone? It’s a national park. / It’s the first national park in the
US.
- What is the area of it? Its area is 8,983 square kilometres.
-

Where is it located (name the states - 3)? It is located in western US in
states Wyoming, Montana and Idaho.
What can the visitors see there? They can see geysers, hot springs,
interesting wildlife, rivers, byways…

1. ura: 3. in 4. skupina
2) Copy the text and fill in the gaps. /Prepiši besedilo in vstavi manjkajoče
besede.
ACTUALLY, AREA, ASH, CLIMATE, EARTHQUAKES, ERUPTION, EXPLOSION,
FASCINATING, GEYSERS, IMMEDIATE, INCREASED, LEVEL, SPECIES, SPRINGS,
SUPER, TOURISTS, UNNOTICED, VOLCANIC, VOLCANO

Yellowstone Park is one of the most fascinating places in the USA. There are
thousands of hot springs and geysers. It is visited by millions of tourists every year.
Only recently have they begun to understand what they are looking at. Yellowstone
Park is actually the largest active volcano in the world. It covers the area of almost
4,000 square kilometres. The last big eruption caused the ash from the volcano to
cover most parts of the North America and the change of climate. During the volcanic

winter, clouds of dark ash hid the sun. It was so cold that many species of animals
and plants disappeared from the Earth. The volcano is still alive today. Tests have
shown that thousands of earthquakes happen every year. They remain unnoticed
since they are very weak. However recently the number of earthquakes has increased
and in some parts the level of the ground has risen. In the last 2.1 million years there
have been three super eruptions. Most experts believe there is no immediate danger
of another giant explosion, but it’s impossible to be sure.

3) Connect the words with their definitions. Write solutions into your
notebooks./ Poveži besede z razlago. Prepiši v zvezek.
WORDS
1eruption c
2 geyser e
3 earthquake a
4 level
f
5 sensitive b
6 immediate d

DEFINITIONS
a)sudden, strong shaking earth's surface
b)able to measure very small changes
c)explosion of a volcano
d)nearest in time
e)a place where hot water or steam is sent up
naturally into the air from under the ground
f)the height, position, standard, of ground

4) Workbook page 46/ ex. 1 / DZ str. 46 / naloga 1.
A earthquake, eruption
B 1 fish
ash
2 dead
alive
3 fall increase
4 jumper
geyser
5 freezing
boiling
6 bored
fascinated
7 exhibition eruption
8 accident earthquake
9 small
giant
10 mistake movement

